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In this work, we introduce an effective model for both ideal and viscous fluid dynamics within the framework
of kinetic field theory (KFT). The main application we have in mind is cosmic structure formation where gaseous
components need to be gravitationally coupled to dark matter. However, we expect that the fluid model is much
more widely applicable.
The idea behind the effective model is similar to that of smoothed particle hydrodynamics. By introducing
mesoscopic particles equipped with a position, a momentum, and an enthalpy, we construct a free theory for
such particles and derive suitable interaction operators. We then show that the model indeed leads to the cor-
rect macroscopic evolution equations, namely the continuity, Euler, Navier-Stokes, and energy conservation
equations of both ideal and viscous hydrodynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In upcoming years, powerful weak gravitational lensing
studies will hopefully deliver detailed data on the matter dis-
tribution in the universe. To gain meaningful insight, these
measurements must be combined with accurate predictions of
the cosmological power spectrum and higher order spectra for
all matter.
In past works, we presented an analytic approach to predict-
ing the dark matter power spectrum. This approach is based
on a kinetic field theory for classical particles (KFT) origin-
ally developed by Das and Mazenko ([1–3]) to describe the
ergodic to non-ergodic transition in glasses. It was then adap-
ted to cosmic structure formation by Bartelmann et. al ([4]).
KFT allows the prediction of correlation functions of mac-
roscopic quantities (like density or velocity-density) based
only on initial correlations and microscopic particle dynam-
ics. First very promising results were achieved that closely
match simulations ([4–9]).
So far, calculations within KFT are limited to ensembles of
weakly interacting particles like dark matter particles whose
trajectories are only slightly perturbed (which can nonetheless
lead to large density perturbations).
For many cosmological applications, the dynamics of dark
matter must be coupled to the dynamics of ‘ordinary’ mat-
ter. The gaseous ordinary matter behaves fluid-like, i.e. it
is in a dynamical regime where particles undergo frequent
and strong interactions. As we will argue in more detail be-
low, within KFT this strongly interacting regime is difficult to
reach from fundamental principles, although it must be con-
ceptually possible.
As an alternative, we present an effective model for fluid en-
sembles in the KFT description. The basic idea of this model
is similar to the conventional derivation of hydrodynamics and
particle-based schemes in numerical fluid codes like smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH).
While our main motivation is the cosmological matter
power spectrum for mixtures of dark and fluid-like matter,
the fluid model in KFT is not limited to this application. It
might (in a resummed form) give access to statistical prop-
erties of different fluid phenomena, maybe even to turbulent
spectra. A combination of the hydrodynamical model with
electromagnetic particle interactions might allow the study of
magnetohydrodynamics and related instabilities.
Within this work, we introduce the model of hydrodynam-
ics in the framework of KFT, show that the corresponding
macroscopic evolution equations match the continuity equa-
tion, the Euler or Navier-Stokes equation, respectively, and
the energy conservation equation of hydrodynamics. Finally,
we present an exemplary calculation of how a localised high-
pressure region evolves dynamically within the KFT fluid
model.
Before we shift our focus to hydrodynamics, we briefly in-
troduce KFT for readers unfamiliar with the formalism.
II. BRIEF SUMMARY OF KFT
We follow the notation introduced in [4], to which we refer
readers for a more thorough derivation. Here, we only provide
a brief summary which is partly taken from [7]. The lat-
ter work also contains an exemplary calculation within KFT
which might help in understanding the formalism.
The derivation of this non-equilibrium statistical field the-
ory begins with the equation of motion of an n-component
classical field ϕa in d space-time dimensions
E(ϕa) = ϕ˙a + E0(ϕa) + EI(ϕa) = 0 , (1)
where all terms describing free motion are bundled into E0
and all interaction terms between particles or with external
fields are part of EI.
For a classical theory, the field can only evolve from an
initial state into a final state if the transition satisfies the above
equation of motion. Starting from this requirement and setting
the interaction part of the equation of motion to zero, for the
moment, one can derive the centre piece of the theory, i.e. its
free generating functional
Z0[J,K] =
∫
dΓi exp
{
i
∫ f
i
dt Jaϕ¯a
}
, (2)
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2where Ja was introduced as a source field conjugate to the
degrees of freedom ϕa. The free trajectory of each degree of
freedom is denoted by an overbar, ϕ¯a, and is defined as
ϕ¯a(t) = GR(t, ti)ϕ (i)a −
∫ t
ti
dt′GR(t, t′)Ka(t′) , (3)
where ϕ (i)a is the initial field configuration, GR the retarded
Green’s function of the free equation of motion and Ka a
second source field that will later allow to introduce interac-
tions. More precisely, it is the source field to an auxiliary field
χa that needs to be introduced in the derivation of the generat-
ing functional. In the free functional, the χa are already integ-
rated out but will reappear once interactions are switched on.
Finally, dΓi denotes the integration over the initial state space
for all degrees of freedom weighted by an initial probability
distribution.
So far, the interacting part of the equation of motion has
been neglected. If it is included, the generating functional can
be brought into the form
Z[J,K] =eiSˆ I
∫
dΓi exp
{
i
∫ f
i
dt Jaϕ¯a
}
. (4)
Here we introduced the interaction term S I whose operator
representation Sˆ I is defined by
S I =
∫
dt EI(ϕa) χa ↔ Sˆ I =
∫
dt EI
(
δ
iδJa(t)
)
δ
iδKa(t)
,
(5)
with an implied summation over a. In Eq. (4), the Ka-
derivative contained in the interaction operator acts on the in-
homogeneous term in ϕ¯a and thus alters the time evolution of
the respective degree of freedom.
For explicit calculations, the exponential function contain-
ing the interaction operator must be expanded into a perturba-
tion series. In the simplest case, this is just a Taylor expansion
in the interaction strength which leads to the generating func-
tional in n-th order of canonical perturbation theory
Z[J,K](n) =
(
1 + iSˆ I + · · · + inn! Sˆ nI
) ∫
dΓi exp
{
i
∫ f
i
dt Jaϕ¯a
}
.
(6)
Note that the expansion in orders of the interaction operator
is the only approximation in the derivation of the generating
functional from the classical equation of motion.
From the generating functional, expectation values for dif-
ferent degrees of freedom can be extracted by functional de-
rivatives with respect to Ja and Ka. For example, a general
field correlator reads
〈ϕ j1 (x1) . . . ϕ jm (xm)χ jm+1 (xm+1) . . . χ jm+n (xm+1)〉 (7)
=
δ
iδJ j1 (x1)
· · · δ
iδJ jm (xm)
· · · δ
iδK jm+n (xm+n)
Z[J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0=K
.
The derivatives extract the respective time-evolved field com-
ponents from the generating functional which are then aver-
aged over the initial field configuration, corresponding to an
ensemble average.
As the time evolution of degrees of freedom does not gen-
erally result in an equilibrium state, the above expression cor-
responds to a non-equilibrium ensemble average at times spe-
cified in the functional derivatives.
While the generating functional is built upon microscopic
degrees of freedom and their equations of motion, it is
possible to extract information about macroscopic collective
fields by means of operators. This is an important advantage
of this theory.
An example for such a collective field is the spatial num-
ber density ρ, if the degrees of freedom of the ensemble are
specified to the phase space coordinates of N particles (see for
example [4] or [7]). Then, a collective spatial particle dens-
ity field at position ~q and time t is simply the sum over all
point-particle contributions at this position and time
ρ(t, ~q) =
∑
j
δd(~q − ~q j(t)) . (8)
Fourier transforming this expression and replacing the particle
positions by derivatives with respect to the conjugate source
field, ~qi(t) → δiδJq j (t) , yields the particle density operator in
Fourier space
ρˆ(t,~k) =
∑
j
ρˆ j(t,~k) =
∑
j
exp
{
−i~k · δ
iδJq j (t)
}
. (9)
We will later need several other collective fields like velocity-
density or pressure, which we will introduce as needed.
III. INCORPORATING FLUID DYNAMICS
The full theory of KFT in its exact form of Eq. (4) contains
the complete dynamics that can arise in a particle ensemble,
including the dynamics of particles in a fluid. However, per-
forming actual calculations is complicated due to the nature of
the theory: KFT describes the linear propagation of particles
exactly, but in most applications interactions must be included
in a perturbation series in the interaction operator. Ensembles
dominated by particle propagation with only small disturb-
ances due to interactions can be well represented, as they can
be described in a low perturbative order.
In contrast, a fluid is dominated by the interactions of mi-
croscopic particles: For ideal hydrodynamics, microscopic
particles are assumed to be so tightly coupled that their mean
free path is zero. Viscous effects arise when this assumption
is relaxed to a finite but still small mean free path. To reach
the regime of fluid dynamics in KFT, one would need to go to
very high order in perturbation theory. Unfortunately, this is
impossible for any practical calculation.
Here, we nonetheless attempt to incorporate fluid dynamics
using an idea close to the conventional approach to hydro-
dynamics: One of the assumptions in the conventional deriva-
tion is the existence of the hydrodynamical scale hierarchy. It
states that one can choose a scale in such a way that it is much
larger than the mean free path of particles and at the same
time much smaller than the characteristic scale of the phe-
nomena one is interested in. On this intermediate scale, fluid
3elements containing many microscopic particles can be intro-
duced. Their properties are then defined as average quantities
of all microscopic particles contained.
This has two advantages: First, the frequent collisions of
the microscopic particles quickly establish local thermody-
namic equilibrium on the scale of each individual fluid ele-
ment. This, in turn, allows defining local state variables like
pressure and energy density. Also, microscopic conservation
of particle number, energy, and momentum gives rise to mac-
roscopic conservation laws such that further details of the mi-
croscopic interactions are rendered unimportant for the dy-
namics of the ensemble.
The time evolution of each fluid element is well described
by a propagation with the average velocity and perturba-
tions caused by accelerations due to pressure gradients and
pressure-volume work. As long as no large gradients in the
pressure and velocity field appear, these perturbations stay
small. For viscous hydrodynamics, additional effects caused
by diffusion of energy and momentum occur, which in most
circumstances are only small perturbations as well.
Within the framework of KFT, these simplified dynamics
motivate an approach to hydrodynamics based on mesoscopic
particles similar to fluid elements. These mesoscopic particles
propagate with a locally averaged velocity. The propagation
of the mesoscopic particles is described by a Green’s function
contained in a free functional. Any necessary interactions can
then be included with the help of interaction operators. As
long as all interactions remain sufficiently weak, i.e. as long
as the fluid does not display large gradients, it is likely that a
low-order canonical perturbation theory already captures fluid
dynamics.
In the following sections, we set up a free generating func-
tional and interaction operators that model both ideal and vis-
cous hydrodynamics based on mesoscopic particles of equal
mass. Each of these particles can be characterised by three
properties: the first two are its centre of mass position ~q and
velocity ~u (or equivalently momentum ~p). As this velocity is
defined as an average over the velocities of all microscopic
particles contained by the mesoscopic particle, it will depend
on the scale on which the mesoscopic particles are defined.
The average velocity describes only part of the information
that is originally contained in the velocities of the microscopic
particles. Further information is contained in the velocity dis-
persion which we include here in the form of a local stress-
energy tensor. In summary, we will describe fluid dynamics
in KFT by introducing fluid particles, that propagate with the
local average velocity field and carry with them a local rep-
resentation of the stress-energy tensor.
For the specific case of an isotropic fluid, the stress-energy
tensor is fully characterised by the pressure P. If one assumes
in addition, that the pressure is only caused by the random
velocities of the particles and that the particles do not have
any internal degrees of freedom, the pressure relates to the
internal energy-density as P = 23 .
It is convenient to combine both pressure and internal energy-
density into the enthalpy-density
h =  + P = 53  =
5
2P , (10)
as this allows to include all necessary information about a fluid
particle by assigning the enthalpyH as a third property to the
mesoscopic particles.
We emphasise again that in principle, it must be possible
to derive these three properties as well as all interactions of
hydrodynamics from a fully microscopic theory but this re-
mains a task for the future. In an approach similar to smoothed
particle hydrodynamics, we start from macroscopic hydro-
dynamical equations and construct an appropriate free theory
and interaction operators to model hydrodynamics based on
the mesoscopic particles described above. Thereby, we de-
mand the existence of the hydrodynamical scale hierarchy to
assume that the mesoscopic particles have no significant spa-
tial extent in comparison with the fluid phenomena we are in-
terested in and thus can effectively be modelled as point-like.
A. Free theory for mesoscopic particles
In the free theory of hydrodynamics, we include all dy-
namics that can be described as the propagation of meso-
scopic particles. Namely, we set up an ensemble of equal-
mass particles which are characterised by three properties:
their centre of mass ~q, a centre of mass momentum ~p, and
an enthalpyH .
The particles change their position according to the
propagation with their momentum. Both momentum and en-
thalpy of each individual particle are conserved and are carried
around with the particle. Hence, the momentum-density or
enthalpy-density of the fluid might change locally as particles
converge or diverge.
The dynamics of both ideal and viscous hydrodynamics, i.e.
acceleration due to pressure gradients, pressure-volume work,
and diffusive effects will later be included with the help of in-
teraction operators. These effects will change the momentum
and enthalpy of individual particles.
To set up the free generating functional with the above dy-
namics, we first bundle the degrees of freedom of the j-th
particle into a single vector
ϕ j(t) =
(
~q j(t), ~p j(t),H j(t)
)>
, (11)
with a corresponding source-field vector defined as
J j(t) =
(
~Jq j (t), ~Jp j (t), JH j (t)
)>
. (12)
For the free theory, we set all forces to zero. Hence the po-
sition of each particle only changes due to propagation, i.e.
linearly with its momentum
~˙q j(t) =
~p j(t)
m
, (13)
and the particle’s momentum and enthalpy are both conserved
~˙p j(t) = 0 , H˙ j(t) = 0 . (14)
4These equations of motion are solved by the retarded
Green’s function
GR(t, ti) =
 I3
t−ti
m · I3 0
0 I3 0
0 0 1
 θ(t − ti) (15)
C
 gqq(t, ti) gqp(t, ti) gqH (t, ti)gpq(t, ti) gpp(t, ti) gpH (t, ti)
gHq(t, ti) gH p(t, ti) gHH (t, ti)
 θ(t − ti) , (16)
where I3 is the three dimensional unit matrix.
Using the above Green’s functions as well as Eq. (4),
we can define the free generating functional for mesoscopic
particles as
Z˜0 [J,K] =
∫
dΓi exp
{
i
∫ f
i
dt 〈J(t), ϕ¯(t)〉
}
, (17)
where the tilde marks the free generating functional specified
for mesoscopic particles. For the sake of compact notation
we bundle the respective quantities of all N particles into a
single tensorial object which is denoted by a boldface charac-
ter. Defining the N-dimensional column vector ~e j, whose only
non-vanishing entry is unity at component j, these read
J := ~J j ⊗ ~e j , ϕ¯ := ϕ¯ j ⊗ ~e j , K := ~K j ⊗ ~e j , (18)
with a scalar product defined by
〈a,b〉 :=
(
~a j ⊗ ~e j
) (
~bk ⊗ ~ek
)
= ~a j · ~bk δ jk = ~a j · ~b j , (19)
where a sum over j is implied. In any other context, the an-
gular brackets indicate the non-equilibrium ensemble average
described in the last section.
The time-evolved degrees of freedom of the j-th particle
ϕ¯ j(t) read
ϕ¯ j(t) = GR(t, ti)ϕ
(i)
j −
∫ t
ti
dt′GR(t, t′)~K j(t′) , (20)
with the additional source field
~K j(t) =
(
~Kq j (t), ~Kp j (t),KH j (t)
)>
. (21)
Finally, the dΓi-integration runs over all initial degrees of free-
dom weighted by their initial probability distribution
dΓi = P
(
q(i),p(i),H(i)
)
d3Nq(i) d3N p(i) dNH (i) , (22)
where the probability distribution is chosen such that it
samples the smooth macroscopic fields of a fluid.
Note that this choice of dynamics specifies the ensemble
to a fluid with isotropic pressure. For the non-isotropic case,
the full stress-energy tensor would be needed instead of H .
However, this would render the notation too involved for the
purpose of this paper.
B. Collective fields
To include appropriate interactions between mesoscopic
particles, we first need to define collective field operators
for number-density, velocity-density, momentum-density, and
energy-density as well as pressure.
We can define the operator for the number-density contri-
bution of the j-th particle in configuration space as
ρˆ j(t, ~q) = δd
(
~q − δ
iδJq j (t)
)
(23)
=
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
exp
{
−i~k ·
(
δ
iδJq j (t)
− ~q
)}
,
the operators for velocity and momentum of the j-th particle
by
~ˆu j(t) =
~p j
m
=
1
m
δ
iδJp j (t)
, Φˆ~p j (t) = ~p j =
δ
iδJp j (t)
,
and the operator for the enthalpy of the j-th particle by
Hˆ j(t) = δiδJH j (t)
. (24)
As a consequence of the particle-based description, the velo-
city operator, as well as the momentum and enthalpy operat-
ors can never describe the spatial dependence of a collective
field in configuration space. This is reflected by the absence of
any spatial coordinate in their definition. Therefore, to obtain
macroscopic collective information about these quantities in
configuration space, they must be paired with a density oper-
ator carrying the same particle index (for more details see [7]).
While we introduce the above ‘naked’ operators for the sake
of an easier notation, they must always appear as a velocity-
density, momentum-density or enthalpy-density,
ρˆ~u j(t, ~q) = ρˆ j(t, ~q)~ˆu j(t) , (25)
ˆρ~p j(t, ~q) = ρˆ j(t, ~q)~ˆp j(t) , (26)
ˆρH j(t, ~q) = ρˆ j(t, ~q)Hˆ j(t) . (27)
Using the enthalpy-density, we can finally define operators for
pressure and internal energy
εˆ j(t, ~q ) = 35Hˆ j(t) ρˆ j(t, ~q) , (28)
Pˆ j(t, ~q ) = 25Hˆ j(t) ρˆ j(t, ~q) . (29)
Note that the above operators extract properties of a single
particle (the j-th particle). The corresponding macroscopic
fields are found by summing over all particles.
C. Interactions
The free theory set up in the previous section already con-
tains the propagation of mesoscopic particles and the corres-
ponding transport of particle properties.
5To arrive at a fluid-like behaviour of the ensemble, we need
to incorporate all remaining dynamics with the help of inter-
action operators. These need to contain accelerations by pres-
sure gradients and pressure-volume work in the case of ideal
hydrodynamics and additional effects of momentum and en-
ergy diffusion for viscous hydrodynamics.
The main difficulty in the derivation of these interaction op-
erators is the fundamental difference between conventional
hydrodynamics and KFT: The hydrodynamical interactions
we are looking for depend on derivatives of continuous fields;
KFT, however, is a particle-based approach. By adding up
particle contributions, it is possible to form fields. However,
as particles are point-like, these fields are discontinuous and
their local derivatives are ill-defined.
Here, we present two possible derivations that deal with
this difficulty and arrive at proper interaction operators. The
first is closely linked to smoothed particle hydrodynamics
(SPH [10]): With the help of a density kernel, discrete
particles and their properties are smoothed into continuous
fields. The interactions for these fields are read off the hy-
drodynamical equations and are rediscretised to describe the
dynamics of individual particles.
The second derivation follows heuristic arguments that in-
terpret the physical processes taking place on the scale of the
mesoscopic particles.
Both approaches have their merits and lead to interaction
terms that only differ in irrelevant details. As the approaches
highlight different aspects of the properties and interpretations
of the hydrodynamical model, we believe it to be advantage-
ous to present both. The mathematically more rigorous and
elegant SPH-derivation is described in the subsequent para-
graphs, while the heuristic derivation can be found in Ap-
pendix B.
SPH translates the smooth field equations of conventional
hydrodynamics to a particle picture. This is done by smooth-
ing out each particle by a three-dimensional normalised kernel
v(~q − ~qi) centred on the position of the original point-particle
~qi.
We adopt this approach and rewrite density, momentum-
density, velocity-density, pressure, energy-density, and pres-
sure flux in terms of smoothed particles
ρ(~q) →
∑
i
v(~q − ~qi) , (30)
ρ~p(~q) →
∑
i
~pi v(~q − ~qi) , (31)
ρ~u(~q) →
∑
i
~ui v(~q − ~qi) , (32)
P(~q) = 25Hρ(~q) →
∑
i
2
5Hi v(~q − ~qi) , (33)
(~q) = 35Hρ(~q) →
∑
i
3
5Hi v(~q − ~qi) , (34)
P~u(~q) = 25H~uρ(~q) →
∑
i
2
5Hi ~ui v(~q − ~qi) , (35)
where the sums run over all particles. With these fields at hand
we can construct the KFT interaction operators.
1. Acceleration by pressure gradients
To model acceleration due to pressure gradients, we start
with the time evolution of the momentum field as it appears in
the Euler equation
p˙(~q1) = −∂q1P(~q1)
ρ(~q1)
= − 1
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
2
5Hi ∂q1 v(~q1 − ~qi) , (36)
where we inserted the discretised pressure field Eq. (33).
We then pull the position of the i-th particle into a Dirac
delta distribution that we identify with the density of the i-th
particle,
p˙(~q1) = − 1
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
∫
d3q2 25Hi δd(~q2 − ~qi) ∂q1 v(~q1 − ~q2)
= − 1
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
∫
d3q2 25Hi ρi(~q2) ∂q1 v(~q1 − ~q2) . (37)
The momentum change at position ~q1 must be reassigned to
particles at this position according to their (spatial) contribu-
tion. To this end, we weight the momentum change at ~q1 with
the density contribution of the j-th particle and integrate over
the entire space,
p˙ j =
∫
d3~q1 p˙(~q1) ρ j(~q1) (38)
= − 25
∑
i
∫
d3q2 d3q1
1
ρ(~q1)
Hi ρi(~q2) ρ j(~q1) ∂q1 v(~q1 − ~q2) .
2. Pressure volume work
To include pressure-volume work in an analogous way, we
first determine the time evolution of the enthalpy from the en-
ergy conservation equation of ideal hydrodynamics,
H˙(~q1) = 53
˙(~q1)
ρ(~q1)
= −5
3
P(~q1)
ρ(~q1)
∂q1 ~u(~q1) . (39)
The field ~u cannot be discretised on its own. To circumvent
this problem, we can rewrite the derivative as
H˙(~q1) = −53
1
ρ(~q1)
[
∂q1 P~u(~q1) − u(~q1) ∂q1P(~q1)
]
. (40)
Inserting Eq. (33) and Eq. (35) into Eq. (40), we get
H˙(~q1) = −23
1
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
Hi [~ui − ~u(~q1)] ∂q1v(~q1 − ~qi) (41)
= −2
3
1
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
∫
d3q2Hi [~ui − ~u(~q1)] ρi(~q2) ∂q1v(~q1 − ~q2) ,
where in the second line we again introduced a Dirac delta
distribution δd(~q2−~qi) which we identify with the density con-
tribution of the i-th particle at position ~q2.
The enthalpy change is then represented by particles. Pick-
ing out the enthalpy change of the j-th particle, we get
6H˙ j =
∫
d3q1 ρ j(~q1) H˙(~q1)
= −2
3
∑
i
∫
d3q2 d3q1
Hi
ρ(~q1)
[
~ui − ~u j
]
(42)
× ρ j(~q1) ρi(~q2) ∂q1v(~q1 − ~q2) .
Here, the velocity field at position ~q1 was replaced with the
velocity of the jth particle. This can be done since velocit-
ies are sampled from a smooth field and the appearing ρ j(~q1)
specifies the position of the jth particle to be ~q1.
3. Diffusive effects
To find an interaction operator for diffusive effects, we first
define diffusive currents of momentum and energy-density
and then model their impact on the properties of the meso-
scopic particles. Diffusive currents are proportional to gradi-
ents in the corresponding densities. For the energy-density
and momentum-density currents we get
~j(~q1) = −µ ∂q1(~q1) , (43)
T ab(~q1) = −cab
(
∂aq1 ρp
b(~q1) + ∂bq1 ρp
a(~q1)
)
C −cab
(
∂aq1 ρ p
b(~q1)
)
s
, (44)
where the indices a and b denote vector components such that
∂aq1 implies the derivative with respect to the a-th component
of the position vector ~q1 and ρpb(~q1) is the b-th component
of the momentum density field at ~q1. µ and cab are diffusive
constants that depend, among other things, on the microscopic
particles’ mean free path and collision rates and have the unit
[µ] = [cab] = m
2
s . The minus signs ensure that diffusive cur-
rents flow from over-dense to under-dense regions and (. . . )s
denotes the symmetrization of the stress-energy tensor T ab.
This is needed for momentum and angular momentum con-
servation. More precisely, it ensures that no viscous effects
arise for solid body rotation. For a proof see for example [11].
In the case of isotropic diffusion, only two independent mo-
mentum diffusion constants remain
cab =
{
ζ, a = b
ν, a , b , (45)
where ζ describes the diffusion in the direction of the average
flow (bulk flow), and ν the diffusion orthogonal to it (shear
flow).
Divergences in the diffusive currents will lead to a local
change of enthalpy and momentum. Using the discretization
Eq. (31), we get for the momentum change,
p˙a(~q1) = − 1
ρ(~q1)
∂bq1 T
ab(~q1) (46)
=
cab
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
(
pbi ∂
a
q1
)
s
∂bq1v(~q1 − ~qi)
=
cab
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
∫
d3q2 ρi(~q2)
(
pbi ∂
a
q1
)
s
∂bq1v(~q1 − ~q2) ,
where the indices a and b indicate vector components and a
summation over b is implied. In the last line a Dirac delta
distribution was used to pull ~qi from the kernel and the delta
distribution was identified with the contribution of the i-th
particle.
The momentum change of the field is converted to the mo-
mentum change of the j-th particle by
p˙aj =
∫
d3q1 ρ j(~q1) p˙a(~q1)
= cab
∑
i
∫
d3q1 d3q2
ρ j(~q1) ρi(~q2)
ρ(~q1)
(47)
×
(
pbi ∂
a
q1
)
s
∂bq1v(~q1 − ~q2) .
For the enthalpy change, we need to consider an additional
phenomenon: the momentum-density current tensor has the
unit of pressure and hence performs pressure-volume work.
Including this effect in addition to the changes caused by di-
vergences in the energy-density current, the enthalpy change
is
H˙(~q1) = − 53
1
ρ(~q1)
∂q1 · ~j(~q1) − 53
1
ρ(~q1)
T ab(~q1) ∂aq1u
b(~q1) .
(48)
Once again, the velocity field cannot be discretized on its own.
We rewrite
T ab(~q1) ∂aq1u
b(~q1) = ∂aq1 T
abub(~q1) − ub(~q1) ∂aq1 T ab(~q1) ,
(49)
with the discretization
T ab(~q1) ∂aq1u
b(~q1) = −cab
∑
i
[
ubi − ub(~q1)
]
(50)
×
(
pbi ∂
a
q1
)
s
∂aq1 v(~q1 − ~qi) ,
Inserting Eq. (50) as well as Eq. (43) with the discretization
Eq. (34) into Eq. (48) yields
H˙(~q1) = µ
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
Hi ∂2q1v(~q1 − ~qi) (51)
+ 53
cab
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
[
ubi − ub(~q1)
] (
pbi ∂
a
q1
)
s
∂aq1 v(~q1 − ~qi) .
Introducing Dirac delta distributions and identifying them
with the one-particle density contributions yields
H˙(~q1) = µ
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
∫
d3q2 ρi(~q2)Hi ∂2q1v(~q1 − ~q2) (52)
+ 53
cab
ρ(~q1)
∑
i
∫
d3q2 ρi(~q2)
[
ubi − ub(~q1)
]
×
(
pbi ∂
a
q1
)
s
∂aq1 v(~q1 − ~q2) .
In a last step, we convert the enthalpy change of the field to the
enthalpy change of the j-th particle and use that velocities are
7sampled from a smooth velocity field to replace the velocity
at position ~q1 with the velocity of the j-th particle,
H˙ j = µ
∑
i
∫
d3q1 d3q2
ρ j(~q1) ρi(~q2)
ρ(~q1)
Hi ∂2q1v(~q1 − ~q2)
+ 53cab
∑
i
∫
d3q1 d3q2
ρ j(~q1) ρi(~q2)
ρ(~q1)
[
ubi − ubj
]
×
(
pbi ∂
a
q1
)
s
∂aq1 v(~q1 − ~q2) . (53)
D. Interaction operators for ideal and viscous hydrodynamics
As described in the introduction to KFT in section II, the
interaction term is defined as
S I =
∫
dt
[
EI,p(t) · χp j (t) + EI,H (t) χH j (t)
]
= −
∑
j
∫
dt
[
p˙ j(t) · χp j (t) + H˙ j(t) χH j (t)
]
, (54)
where H˙ j(t) and p˙ j(t) in ideal hydrodynamics are given by
Eqs. (38) and Eq. (42), respectively.
To transform this object into an operator, all particle dens-
ities, velocities and enthalpies must be replaced by their re-
spective operators. However, in both p˙ j and H˙ j appears an
inverse density. This object cannot be expressed by functional
derivatives.
We handle this complication by approximating the inverse
densities in a Taylor series around the mean density ρ¯ of the
ensemble. In this paper we already truncate the approximation
at 0th order, as this is fully sufficient for a proof of concept,
1
ρ(~q1)
≈ 1
ρ¯
. (55)
For further comments on this approximation, we refer to the
end of Section IV.
Using this approximation, the interaction for ideal hydro-
dynamics takes the form
S idI =
2
5ρ¯
∑
(i, j)
∫
dt1 d3q1 d3q2 ρ j(~q1) ρi(~q2) (56)
× Hi
[
∂q1v(~q1 − ~q2)
]
χp j (t1)
+
2
3ρ¯
∑
(i, j)
∫
dt1 d3q1 d3q2 ρ j(~q1) ρi(~q2)
× Hi
[
~ui − ~u j
] [
∂q1v(~q1 − ~q2)
]
χH j (t1) .
The notation
∑
(i, j) denotes the sum over i and j with i , j to
exclude self-interactions.
The kernel v(~q1 − ~q2)/ρ¯ can be interpreted as the range of
the interaction, which is perhaps most evident in the heuristic
derivation in Appendix B.
Since conventional hydrodynamics is a local theory we ex-
pect to recover it in the limit of vanishing interaction range
v(~q1 − ~q2)→ δd(~q1 − ~q2) . (57)
In order to take this limit, we need to remove the derivative
from the kernel by replacing
∂q1v(~q1 − ~q2) = −∂q2v(~q1 − ~q2) (58)
and integrating by parts. The interaction then turns into
S idI =
2
5ρ¯
∑
(i, j)
∫
d1 ρ j(1)Hi [∂1 ρi(1)] χp j (1) (59)
+
2
3ρ¯
∑
(i, j)
∫
d1 ρ j(1)
[
~ui − ~u j
]
Hi [∂1 ρi(1)] χH j (1) ,
where we used the abbreviations
d1 = d3q1dt1 ∂1 = ∂q1 (60)
ρ(1) = ρ(t1, ~q1) ρ(2) = ρ(t2, ~q2)
χp j (1) = χp j (t1) χH j (1) = χH j (t1) .
Finally, the expression for the interaction can be turned into
an operator by replacing χp j (1) and χH j (1) by their respective
functional K-derivatives and all particle densities, momenta,
and enthalpies by the corresponding operators described in
Section III B.
To add diffusive effects, we take the diffusive momentum
and energy transport from Eq. (47), and Eq. (53) and proceed
analogously: Taking the approximation of the inverse densit-
ies Eq. (55), further taking the limit of vanishing interaction
ranges and moving the derivative from the kernel to the dens-
ity contribution of the i-th particle, we arrive at
S difI = −
cab
ρ¯
∑
(i, j)
∫
d1 ρ j(1)
[(
pbi ∂
a
1
)
s
∂b1 ρi(1)
]
χap j (1) (61)
− µ
ρ¯
∑
(i, j)
∫
d1 ρ j(1)Hi
[
∂21 ρi(1)
]
χH j (1)
− 53
cab
ρ¯
∑
(i, j)
∫
d1 ρ j(1)
[
ubi − ubj
] [(
pbi ∂
a
1
)
s
∂a1 ρi(1)
]
χH j (1).
with the abbreviations from Eq. (60). To arrive at the inter-
action operators, all appearing positions, momenta and con-
jugate source fields must again be replaced by their respective
operator expressions as described for ideal hydrodynamics.
Adding the interaction operators for ideal hydrodynamics
and diffusive effects finally yields the full interaction operator
for viscous hydrodynamics
Sˆ visI = Sˆ
id
I + Sˆ
dif
I . (62)
The interaction operators for ideal and viscous hydro-
dynamics, together with the free theory described in section
III A, define the dynamics of a fluid within KFT. In the re-
mainder of this paper, we will inspect the properties of this
model. To this end, we derive evolution equations for mac-
roscopic fields from mesoscopic dynamics in the following
section IV and present the results of an exemplary calculation
in section V.
8IV. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS OF MACROSCOPIC
FIELDS
Conventional hydrodynamics is expressed by evolution
equations for macroscopic fields, namely the density, velocity
and energy-density. In order to compare the behaviour of the
KFT fluid model to conventional hydrodynamics, we derive
the corresponding macroscopic evolution equations from the
dynamics of the mesoscopic particles.
In order to substantially abbreviate future calculations, it
is beneficial to derive evolution equations for a more general
interaction. The interactions for both ideal and viscous hydro-
dynamics can be brought into the general form
Sˆ I =
∫
dt
∑
j
~EIp j (~ˆq j, ~ˆp j, Hˆ j) · ~ˆχp j (63)
+
∫
dt
∑
j
EIH j (~ˆq j, ~ˆp j, Hˆ j) χˆH j , (64)
where the hats indicate that all particle positions, momenta
and enthalpies as well as the auxiliary fields ~χp and χH are
replaced by their respective functional derivatives. The full
interacting theory then is
Z˜[H, J,K] = eiSˆ I Z˜0[H, J,K] (65)
= exp
i
∫
dt
∑
j
~EIp j (~ˆq j, ~ˆp j, ~H j) · ~ˆχp j
+i
∫
dt
∑
j
EIH j (~ˆq j, ~ˆp j, Hˆ j) χˆH j
 Z˜0[H, J,K] .
For all practical calculations the exponential must be expan-
ded into a Taylor series and truncated at a certain order
Z˜[H, J,K](n) =
(
1 + iSˆ I + · · · + i
n
n!
Sˆ nI
)
Z˜0[H, J,K] . (66)
Deriving macroscopic evolution equations from this general
interaction is a long and formal calculation without much
physical insight and can be found in Appendix A. Here, we
just state the relevant evolution equations. These are
∂t
〈
ρ(t, ~q)
〉(n)
+ ∂~q · 〈ρ~u(t, ~q)〉(n) = 0 (67)
∂t
〈
ρ~u(t, ~q)
〉(n)
+ ∂~q · 〈ρ~u ⊗ ~u(t, ~q)〉(n) = − 〈 1m ~EIpρ(t, ~q)〉(n−1)
(68)
∂t
〈
ε(t, ~q)
〉(n)
+ ∂~q · 〈ε~u(t, ~q)〉(n) = − 〈 35EIHρ(t, ~q)〉(n−1) .
(69)
where the superscripts in parentheses indicate the order in the
taylor expansion Eq. (66). For example〈
3
5EIHρ(t, ~q)
〉(n−1)
= 35
∑
j
EIH j (~ˆq j, ~ˆp j, ~H j) ρˆ j(t, ~q) (70)
× i
n−1
(n − 1)! Sˆ
n−1
I Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
0
.
Note that the convection terms are of the same perturba-
tion order as the time derivatives on the left-hand side; the
particles’ advection with the fluid stream is described ex-
actly. All other terms are reduced by one perturbation order.
Hence, all effects included via interaction operators can only
be described exactly in arbitrarily high perturbation order; the
series expansion is only able to approximate the full dynam-
ics.
A. Terms of ideal hydrodynamics
The evolution equations for pressure and enthalpy of the j-
th particle derived in the last section can now be specified for
ideal hydrodynamics. The interacting terms of the equations
of motion ~EIp, j and EIH , j can be read off Eq. (59).
The term on the right-hand side in the evolution equation
for the velocity-density Eq. (68) then reads
−
〈
1
m
~EIp ρ(t, ~q)
〉(n−1)
= −
〈
2
5mρ¯
∑
(i, j)
∫
d3q1 ρ j(~q1)Hi ∂q1 ρi(~q1) ρ j(~q)
〉(n−1)
= −
〈
2
5mρ¯
∑
(i, j)
ρ j(~q)Hi ∂~q ρi(~q)
〉(n−1)
= − 1
mρ¯
〈
ρ(~q) ∂~q P(~q)
〉(n−1)
. (71)
Here, we used the relation between two density operators with
the same particle index,〈∫
d3q1 f (~q1) ρ j(~q1) ρ j(~q)
〉
=
〈
f (~q) ρ j(~q)
〉
, (72)
appreciating the distribution form of the densities and the in-
tegrals contained in the expectation value.
The term appearing in the evolution equation for the
energy-density can be treated in an analogous way,
−
〈
3
5EIH ρ(t, ~q)
〉(n−1)
(73)
= −1
ρ¯
(〈
ρ(~q) ∂~q P~u(~q)
〉(n−1) − 〈ρ~u(~q) ∂~q P(~q)〉(n−1)) .
B. Diffusive terms
For viscous hydrodynamics, the diffusive parts of the equa-
tions of motion Eq. (47) and Eq. (53) must be included in
addition to the interactions of ideal hydrodynamics. In the
momentum conservation equation, these lead to the additional
term
−
〈
1
mE
a
Ip ρ(t, ~q)
〉(n−1)
=
cab
ρ¯
〈
ρ(~q) ∂bq
(
∂aq ρu
b(~q)
)
s
〉(n−1)
, (74)
where the factor 1/m was used to convert the appearing mo-
mentum to a velocity. Assuming locally isotropic and homo-
geneous diffusion, the diffusive constants cab take the form
9defined in Eq. (45). The terms then reduce to
−
〈
1
m
~EIp ρ(t, ~q)
〉(n−1)
=
ν
ρ¯
〈
ρ(~q) ∂2~q ρ~u(~q)
〉(n−1)
+
ζ + ν3
ρ¯
〈
ρ(~q) ∂~q
(
∂~q · ρ~u(~q)
)〉(n−1)
.
(75)
The additional term in the energy evolution equation is
−
〈
3
5EIH ρ(t, ~q)
〉(n−1)
(76)
=
µ
ρ¯
〈
3
5
∑
(i, j)
∫
d3q1 ρ j(~q1)Hi ∂2q1 ρi(~q1) ρ j(~q)
〉(n−1)
+
cab
ρ¯
〈∑
(i, j)
∫
d3q1 ρ j(~q1)
[
ubi − ubj
] (
pbi ∂
a
q1
)
s
∂aq1 ρi(~q1)
〉(n−1)
.
Using the expression for the diffusive stress energy tensor
Eq. (44) we can simplify the term to
−
〈
3
5EI,H ρ(t, ~q)
〉(n−1)
=
µ
ρ¯
〈
ρ(~q) ∂2~q (~q)
〉(n−1)
(77)
+
1
ρ¯
〈
ρ(~q) ∂aq T
abub(~q)
〉(n−1)
(78)
− 1
ρ¯
〈
ρub(~q) ∂aq T
ab(~q)
〉(n−1)
.
C. Full equations of the mesoscopic model
Collecting all the above terms, we arrive at the full macro-
scopic equations. On their left-hand sides, we collect all terms
belonging to ideal hydrodynamics, while the terms arising
from diffusive effects in viscous hydrodynamics appear on the
right-hand side.
∂t
〈
ρ(t, ~q)
〉(n)
+ ∂~q · 〈ρ~u(t, ~q)〉(n) = 0 (79)
∂t
〈
ρ~u(t, ~q)
〉(n)
+ ∂~q · 〈ρ~u ⊗ ~u(t, ~q)〉(n) + 1mρ¯ 〈ρ(~q) ∂~q P(~q)〉(n−1) = νρ¯ 〈ρ(~q) ∂2~q ρ~u(~q)〉(n−1) + ζ +
ν
3
ρ¯
〈
ρ(~q) ∂~q
(
∂~q · ρ~u(~q)
)〉(n−1)
(80)
∂t
〈
ε(t, ~q)
〉(n)
+ ∂~q · 〈ε~u(t, ~q)〉(n) + 1
ρ¯
(〈
ρ(~q) ∂~q P~u(~q)
〉(n−1) − 〈ρ~u(~q) ∂~q P(~q)〉(n−1)) = µ
ρ¯
〈
ρ(~q) ∂2~q (~q)
〉(n−1)
(81)
+
1
ρ¯
(〈
ρ(~q) ∂aq T
abub(~q)
〉(n−1) − 〈 ρub(~q) ∂aq T ab(~q)〉(n−1)) .
Apart from a few subtle differences that we will discuss in
the following, these equations match the equations of conven-
tional hydrodynamics.
One slight difference is due to the particle nature of KFT
which shows most clearly in the energy conservation equa-
tion: In the conventional equation appears a derivative acting
on a velocity-field, which cannot be expressed in KFT. In-
stead, this term is replaced by the difference of two terms on
the left-hand side of the equation which together describe the
same quantity.
Also, all non-convective terms differ in comparison to the
conventional terms by a factor of ρ(x)/ρ¯. This is caused by
the approximation ρ−1(x) ≈ ρ¯−1 that was necessary for the
construction of the interaction operator. The interpretation of
this approximation becomes clearer with the following con-
sideration: Let us assume we could divide the equations by a
density (which is formally not possible in KFT). Then the only
difference to the conventional fluid equations would be the re-
placement of the inverse density by an inverse mean density.
And as the inverse density captures the inertia of the fluid,
this approximation neglects fluctuations in the inertia. We be-
lieve that this approximation is acceptable in most applica-
tions. If this is not the case, interactions approximating the
inverse density at higher orders can be constructed.
Finally, all terms show the traces of the truncation after
a certain perturbation order in the interaction. In particular,
the non-convective terms are reduced by exactly one order
in the interaction. Hence, they vanish in calculations in the
free theory (n = 0) but appear already at first perturbation or-
der (n = 1). Thus, we believe that the KFT fluid model is a
good starting point to access statistical properties of fluid en-
sembles. To reach into strongly non-linear regimes we expect
that a resummation of the interaction terms, for example in
the style of [12], will be necessary that we plan to present in a
future paper.
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V. EXEMPLARY CALCULATION: THE ONSET OF DYNAMICS IN AN OVER-DENSITY
To illustrate the behaviour of the KFT fluid model, we present the onset of dynamics in a toy ensemble in which expectation
values of the relevant macroscopic fields can be calculated analytically. We choose an ensemble of initially uncorrelated fluid
particles with zero initial velocity and constant enthalpy H0 per particle. They are distributed in space according to a radially
decreasing density distribution with Gaussian profile. As pressure is proportional to energy-density, this corresponds to a high
pressure in the centre that drops off radially. The pressure gradient is the starting point for dynamics. For simplicity, we just take
the interactions of ideal hydrodynamics into account.
The initial distribution of this ensemble reads
P[q(i),p(i),H(i)] =
N∏
j=1
δd(~p
(i)
j ) δd(H (i)j −H0)
1(
2piσ2
) 3
2
exp
− (~q (i)j )22σ2
 . (82)
We imagine the Gaussian density profile on top of a homogeneous background density ρ¯ that enters into the interaction
operator. Apart from that, the background does not influence the dynamics.
For the calculation, the interaction operator Eq. (59) is best written in its Fourier representation (since the derivative turns into
a multiplication with a wave vector).
S id-hydroI =
2
5ρ¯
∑
(i, j)
∫
d1
(2pi)3
(i~k1)ρˆ j(−1)Hˆiρˆi(1) χˆp j (1) +
2
3ρ¯
∑
(i, j)
∫
d1
(2pi)3
(i~k1) ρˆ j(−1)
[
~ˆui − ~ˆu j
]
Hˆiρˆi(1) χˆH j (1) , (83)
where now d1 = d3k1dt1.
For the ensemble we calculate the time-dependent expectation values for the density, velocity-density and enthalpy-density
〈
ρ(~k, t)
〉(n)
=
in
n!
∑
j
ρˆ j(~k, t)
(
Sˆ idI
)n
Z˜0 [J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0=K
(84)
〈
ρ~u(~k, t)
〉(n)
=
in
n!
∑
j
ρˆ j(~k, t)uˆ j(t)
(
Sˆ idI
)n
Z˜0 [J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0=K
(85)
〈
ρH(~k, t)
〉(n)
=
in
n!
∑
j
ρˆ j(~k, t)Hˆ j(t)
(
Sˆ idI
)n
Z˜0 [J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0=K
. (86)
up to third order in the interactions. S I is the interaction of ideal hydrodynamics as in Eq. (84) and Z˜0 [J,K] is the free generating
functional for hydrodynamics as in Eq. (17).
The derivation could in principle be performed in a brute force manner. However, there are several ways to significantly
shorten the calculations. By establishing a time-ordering, using the notion of ‘contractions’ introduced in Appendix A, and
taking the form of the initial conditions into account, many of the terms can be seen to vanish right away.
Here we sketch the simplified calculation for the second order correction of the enthalpy-density as it shows all important
features and methods of performing the calculation. We use a strongly simplified notation that shows only the very basic form
of the interaction operator and drops all prefactors. We get
〈
Hˆρ(0)
〉(2) ∝ Sˆ 2I ˆρH(~k0, t0) Z˜0 [J,K] ∣∣∣∣∣
J=0=K
(87)
=
∑
particles
∫
d2 d1
(
~ˆEp(2) · ~ˆχp, j2 (2) + EˆH (2) χˆH , j2 (2)
) (
~ˆEp(1) · ~ˆχp, j1 (1) + EˆH (1) χˆH , j1 (1)
)
Hˆi0 ρˆi0 (0) Z˜0 [J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
0
,
where the sum runs over all appearing particle indices i2, j2 , i2, i1, j1 , i1, i0. Without loss of generality we demand t2 < t1 < t0
such that in the above ordering all operators may only act to the right in order to guarantee a causal structure.
Once the source fields J and K are set to zero only those terms survive in which each ~ˆχp operator is either paired with a
density operator or a velocity operator and each χˆH is paired with an enthalpy operator. That is, these pairs act on the generating
functional in a way that they are non-vanishing once the source fields are set to zero which is not the case for unpaired ~ˆχp
operators. This pairing we call ‘contraction’ and denote it by a line connecting the operators. A more detailed description of the
contractions’ derivation and their exact form is given in Appendix A.
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Specifying the contractions for the χ-operators in the t1 bracket yields two surviving terms
〈Hρ(0)〉(2) ∝
∑
particles
∫
d2 d1
(
~ˆEp(2) · ~ˆχp, j2 (2) + EˆH (2) χˆH , j2 (2)
)
~ˆEp(1) · ~ˆχp, j1 (1) Hˆi0 ρˆi0 (0) Z˜0 [J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
0
(88)
+
∑
particles
∫
d2 d1
(
~ˆEp(2) · ~ˆχp, j2 (2) + EˆH (2) χˆH , j2 (2)
)
EˆH (1) χˆH , j1 (1) Hˆ i0 ρˆi0 (0) Z˜0 [J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
0
.
For both terms the contractions of the remaining bracket can now be specified. At this point the initial conditions enter. These
are chosen such that all initial particle momenta are zero. Hence, after applying all operators, any term that is multiplied by an
initial momentum will vanish once the integration over initial conditions is performed.
The equation of motion for the enthalpy EˆH is linear in the velocity operator, and the velocity operator extracts a Green’s
function multiplied with the initial momentum. Hence, it produces a term linear in the initial momentum. The contraction of ~ˆχp
with the velocity operator removes this linearity such that terms containing this contraction for all EˆH are non-zero,
〈Hρ(0)〉(2) ∝
∑
particles
∫
d2 d1 ~ˆEp(2) · ~ˆχp, j2 (2) ~ˆEp(1) · ~ˆχp, j1 (1) Hˆi0 ρˆi0 (0) Z˜0 [J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
0
(89)
+
∑
particles
∫
d2 d1 ~ˆEp(2) · ~ˆχp, j2 (2) ~ˆEp(1) · ~ˆχp, j1 (1) Hˆi0 ρˆi0 (0) Z˜0 [J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
0
+
∑
particles
∫
d2 d1 ~ˆEp(2) · ~ˆχp, j2 (2) EˆH (1) χˆH , j1 (1) Hˆ i0 ρˆi0 (0) Z˜0 [J,K]
∣∣∣∣∣
0
,
with
~ˆχp, j2 (2) ~ˆEp(1) = ~ˆχp, j2 (2) (i~k1) ρˆ j1 (−1) Hˆi1 ρˆi1 (1) + ~ˆχp, j2 (2) (i~k1) ρˆ j1 (−1) Hˆi1 ρˆi1 (1) , (90)
~ˆχp, j2 (2)EˆH (1) = ~ˆχp, j2 (2) (i~k1) ρˆ j1 (−1) ~ˆui1 Hˆi1 ρˆi1 (1) − ~ˆχp, j2 (2) (i~k1) ρˆ j1 (−1) ~ˆu j1 Hˆi1 ρˆi1 (1) . (91)
In total five non-vanishing terms remain which we have to evaluate. For the chosen set up this means performing several
Gauss-integrals which we will spare the reader from.
Our results for the perturbation terms in configuration space are shown in the following table. Here, we used the dimension-
less time τ and radial coordinate ξ
τ = t
√
H0
mσ2
, ξ =
r
σ
, (92)
the characteristic density and velocity of the ensemble
ρ0 =
N
(2piσ2)3/2
, v0 =
σ
τ
, (93)
and the approximation N ≈ N − 1 ≈ N − 2 ≈ N − 3 for large particle numbers.
order density velocity-density enthalpy-density
0th 〈ρ(ξ, τ)〉(0) = ρ0 e− 12 ξ2 〈~uρ(ξ, τ)〉(0) = 0 〈Hρ(ξ, τ)〉(0) = H0 〈ρ(r, t)〉(0)
1st 〈ρ(ξ, τ)〉(1) = ρ0 e
−ξ2 τ2(2ξ2−3)
5
ρ0
ρ¯
〈
~uρ(ξ, τ)
〉(1)
= ρ0v0
e−ξ2 τ 2ξ
5
ρ0
ρ¯
〈Hρ(ξ, τ)〉(1) = H0 〈ρ(r, t)〉(1)
2nd 〈ρ(ξ, τ)〉(2) = ρ0 e
− 32 ξ2 τ4(2ξ4−68ξ2+33)
50
(
ρ0
ρ¯
)2 〈
~uρ(ξ, τ)
〉(2)
= ρ0v0
exp−
3
2 ξ
2
τ3 (32ξ3−44ξ)
75
(
ρ0
ρ¯
)2 〈Hρ(ξ, τ)〉(2) = H0 〈ρ(r, t)〉(2)
+H0ρ0 e
− 32 ξ2 τ2(2ξ2−6)
15
(
ρ0
ρ¯
)2
3rd
〈ρ(ξ, τ)〉(3) = ρ0 e
−2ξ2 τ4(16ξ4+68ξ2+36)
225
(
ρ0
ρ¯
)3
+ρ0
e−2ξ2 τ6(1384ξ6+7006ξ4+8394ξ2+1998)
1875
(
ρ0
ρ¯
)3
〈
~uρ(ξ, τ)
〉(3)
= ρ0v0
e−2ξ2 τ3(16ξ3+48ξ)
225
(
ρ0
ρ¯
)3
+ρ0v0
e−2ξ2 τ5(692ξ5+2292ξ3+1332ξ)
625
(
ρ0
ρ¯
)3 〈Hρ(ξ, τ)〉(3) = H0 〈ρ(r, t)〉(3)
+H0ρ0 e
−2ξ2 τ4(91ξ4−389ξ2+264)
225
(
ρ0
ρ¯
)3
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Figure 1 visualises these results. It shows the density, velocity, enthalpy-density (that is proportional to the pressure) and
the enthalpy of the ensemble in zeroth order as well as their first three corrections. While the density and enthalpy-density
are expectation values by themselves, the velocity and enthalpy must be extracted from the combination of several expectation
values. The n-th order velocity and enthalpy corrections are
~v(n)(0) =
∑n
m=0
〈
~uρ(0)
〉(m)∑n
m=0 〈ρ(0)〉(m)
−
∑n−1
m=0
〈
~uρ(0)
〉(m)∑n−1
m=0 〈ρ(0)〉(m)
, H (n)(0) =
∑n
m=0 〈Hρ(0)〉(m)∑n
m=0 〈ρ(0)〉(m)
−
∑n−1
m=0 〈Hρ(0)〉(m)∑n−1
m=0 〈ρ(0)〉(m)
. (94)
In the free theory, the ensemble is static due to the zero initial velocities. Only once the interactions are turned on the
dynamics set in: The over-density combined with a constant enthalpy causes a pressure gradient which drives particles away
from the centre. The onset and development of the particles’ velocities can be seen clearly already in the first order correction.
This motion reduces the density and hence the pressure in the centre. The enthalpy of the particles remains unchanged in the
first order correction. Only in the second order correction, the enthalpy is changed by pressure-volume work caused by gradients
in the particles’ velocities. At the same time, the particle motion gains a more complex structure. The second order correction
partially compensates the outward motion of the particles which leads to a lessened reduction of the central density.
This nicely shows the cross-talk between the two parts of the interaction operator: Pressure gradients set particles in motion
which modifies both position and enthalpy of the particles. This is a modification of the pressure which in turn changes the
motion of the particles. In the third order correction, even more complex behaviour arises that is hard to explain intuitively.
Taking a look at amplitudes, density corrections decrease about one order of magnitude with each higher order correction.
Amplitudes of enthalpy density corrections also decrease quickly with higher orders, but this is not true for the velocity and
the enthalpy. The latter two are the quantities that are not directly derivable in KFT but must be formed as a ratio between
velocity density or enthalpy density and density. While all directly derivable quantities fall off quickly, the combined ones do
not necessarily.
Finally, we would like to stress that this example was chosen to help with an intuitive understanding of the KFT fluid model.
However, it does not reflect the strength of KFT which lies in the calculation of higher-order correlation functions, especially in
statistically homogeneous ensembles that start from correlated initial conditions.
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Figure 1. Four macroscopic quantities are plotted here from left to right: density, velocity, enthalpy-density (proportional to pressure), and
enthalpy. From top to bottom we plotted the 0th order, the 1st order correction, the 2nd order correction, the 3rd order correction, and in the
last line sum of the 0th order and all corrections. The different colours encode the time evolution. For simplicity, we chose ρ0/ρ¯ = 1.
At 0th order the ensemble remains static due to the choice of the initial conditions. In the first order correction, the pressure gradient accelerates
particles. This also leads to a decrease of the central density. In the second and third order the divergent velocities in addition lead to a change
in the particle’s enthalpy and more complex structures in both velocity and density appear.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we set up an effective model including hydro-
dynamics into the framework of KFT. The model is based on
the introduction of mesoscopic particles similar to fluid ele-
ments in conventional hydrodynamics. Next to their position
and momentum, each of these particles is equipped with an
enthalpy (or possibly a local copy of the stress-energy tensor).
For these particles, the free generating functional was con-
structed in Section III A. We complemented the free theory
by appropriate interaction operators that we derived in ana-
logy to smoothed particle hydrodynamics. The final operators
are Eq. (59) for ideal hydrodynamics and Eq. (61) for viscous
effects.
For a generalised interaction in the mesoscopic model,
we derived macroscopic evolution equations for the density,
velocity-density and energy Eq. (A29) to Eq. (A31) that we
specified to the hydrodynamic model in Eq. (79) to Eq. (81).
Already at first order perturbations in the interaction, these
evolution equations take the form of the continuity equation,
Euler/Navier-Stokes equation, and energy conservation equa-
tion of conventional hydrodynamics. The most physically sig-
nificant difference lies in a necessary approximation: Fluctu-
ations in the inertia of the system can only be taken into ac-
count perturbatively.
We also presented an exemplary calculation within the KFT
hydrodynamic model which visualises the onset of dynamics
in increasing orders in perturbation theory. These dynamics
already exhibit characteristic non-linear, fluid-like behaviour.
However, the example also shows that a resummation of the
interaction is necessary. A KFT-resummation was already per-
formed in [12] and will be applied to the fluid model in a fu-
ture paper.
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Appendix A: Macroscopic evolution equations for a general
interaction
In this appendix we present the derivation of macroscopic
evolution equations for the density, velocity-density, and
energy-density that arise from the generating functional
Z˜[H, J,K] = eiSˆ I Z˜0[H, J,K] (A1)
with the general interaction operator
iSˆ I =i
∫
dt
∑
j
~ˆEIp (~q j, ~p j,H j) · ~ˆχp j (A2)
+ i
∫
dt
∑
j
EˆIH (~q j, ~p j,H j) χˆH j .
The interaction operator consists of the yet unspecified op-
erator expressions of the interaction part of the equations
of motion for momentum and enthalpy EˆIp (~q j, ~p j,H j) and
EˆIH (~q j, ~p j,H j) as well as the operators ~ˆχp j and χˆH j which cor-
respond to a functional derivative with respect to Kp j and KH j ,
respectively.
We start the calculation by taking a looking at a ~ˆχp j operator
acting on the free functional
~ˆχp j Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 =
δ
iδKp j
Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 (A3)
=
δ
iδKp j
∫
dΓi exp
{
i
∫ f
i
dt 〈J(t), ϕ¯(t)〉
} ∣∣∣∣∣
0
=
∫
dΓi
〈
J(t),
δϕ¯(t)
δKp j
〉
exp
{
i
∫ f
i
dt 〈J(t), ϕ¯(t)〉
} ∣∣∣∣∣
0
.
This term is linear in J and will vanish once the source fields
are set to zero at the end of each calculation. The only way for
this term not to vanish is the application of another collective
field operator containing at least one J-derivative such that the
overall term does not depend on J. The same consideration
holds for the ~ˆχH -operator.
Hence, the ~ˆχ-operators only yield non-zero terms if they
appear in combination with another operator. We mark the
couple of operators by a connecting line and shall call this a
‘contraction’, for example
χˆp j (t
′) ρˆi(t,~k) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 . (A4)
Any field expectation value in first or higher order perturb-
ation theory reduces to the sum over all possible contractions
which fulfil an established time ordering.
As the functional derivatives commute, the order of the op-
erators within a contraction is arbitrary. However, calculations
turn out to be much more convenient if the collective field op-
erator is applied before the K-derivatives. For example, the
contraction of a density operator and a χˆp j -operator reads
χˆp j (t
′) ρˆi(t,~k) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 (A5)
=
δ
iδKq j (t′)
exp
{
−i~k · δ
iδJqi (t)
}
Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0
=
δ
iδKq j (t′)
∫
dΓi exp
{
−i~k · q¯i(t)
}
exp
{
i
∫ f
i
dt 〈J(t), ϕ¯(t)〉
}
= ~k>gqp(t − t′) θ(t − t′) δi j
∫
dΓi exp
{
−i~k · q¯i(t)
}
× exp
{
i
∫ f
i
dt 〈J(t), ϕ¯(t)〉
}
,
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where the definition of q¯i in Eq. (20) was used. A second term
arises from the K-derivative acting on the second exponential
term. This term does not appear since it would again be linear
in J and vanish once the source fields are set to zero.
In a last step we can identify the first exponential with the
term arising from a density operator and rewrite the contrac-
tion as
χˆp j (t
′) ρˆi(t,~k) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 (A6)
= ~k>gqp(t − t′) θ(t − t′) δi j ρˆi(t,~k) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 .
All other contractions which will appear in the scope of this
work can be derived in a similar manner. Using a shorthand
notation which leaves out the free functional, they read
χˆp j (t
′) ρˆi(t,~k) = ~k> gqp(t − t′) θ(t − t′) δi j ρˆi(t,~k) , (A7)
χˆH j (t
′) ρˆi(t,~k) = ~k> gqH (t − t′) θ(t − t′) δi j ρˆi(t,~k) ≡ 0 ,
(A8)
χˆp j (t
′) ~ˆui(t) =
i
m
gpp(t − t′) θ(t − t′) δi j , (A9)
χˆH j (t
′) ~ˆui(t) =
i
m
gpH (t − t′) θ(t − t′) δi j ≡ 0 , (A10)
χˆp j (t
′) Hˆ i(t) = i gH p(t − t′) θ(t − t′) δi j ≡ 0 , (A11)
χˆH j (t
′) Hˆ i(t) = i gHH (t − t′) θ(t − t′) δi j , (A12)
where three of the six objects vanish identically due to the
definition of the Green’s functions in Eq. (15).
Any contraction involving combined field operators can be
traced back to these fundamental contractions, for instance,
χˆp j (t
′) ρˆ~ui(t,~k) = χˆp j (t
′) ρˆi(t,~k) ~ˆui(t) + χˆp j (t
′) ρˆi(t,~k) ~ˆui(t) .
(A13)
To derive the macroscopic evolution equations, we will
need time derivatives of both the field operators and all non-
vanishing contractions. Still using the shorthand notation
which leaves out the free functional, we obtain for the time
derivatives of the field operators
∂t ρˆ j(t,~k) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 = ∂t
∫
dΓ exp
{
−i~k ·
(
~q (i)j +
(t−ti)
m ~p
(i)
j
)}
= −i~k ·
∫
dΓ
1
m
~p (i)j exp
{
−i~k ·
(
~q (i)j +
(t−ti)
m ~p
(i)
j
)}
= −i~k · ~ˆu j(t) ρˆ j(t,~k) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 , (A14)
where 1m ~p
(i)
j was identified with the expression arising from a
velocity operator acting on the free functional and
∂t ~ˆu j(t) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 = ∂t
∫
dΓ 1m ~p
(i)
j = 0 , (A15)
∂t Hˆ j(t) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 = ∂t
∫
dΓH (i)j = 0 . (A16)
Omitting the generating functional in the notation, the time
derivatives of the contractions yield
∂t
(
χˆp j (t
′) ρˆi(t,~k)
)
(A17)
= 1m
~k>gpp(t − t′) θ(t − t′) δi j ρˆi(t,~k)
+ ~k>gqp(t − t′) θ(t − t′) δi j
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)i(t,~k)
)
+ ~k>gqp(t − t′) δd(t − t′) δi j ρˆi(t,~k)
= χˆp j (t
′)
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)i(t,~k)
)
+ ~k>gqp(t − t′) δd(t − t′) δi j ρˆi(t,~k) ,
∂t
(
χˆp j (t
′) ~ˆui(t,~k)
)
=
i
m
gpp(t − t′) δd(t − t′) δi j , (A18)
∂t
(
χˆH j (t
′) Hˆ i(t,~k)
)
= i gHH (t − t′) δd(t − t′) δi j , (A19)
where we used that neither gpp(t − t′) nor gHH (t − t′) depend
explicitly on time and that gqp(0) = 0.
With these time derivatives at hand, we proceed with
the evolution equations for the density, velocity-density, and
energy-density fields in first order perturbation theory. Start-
ing with the equation for the density field, we get
∂t
〈
ρ(t,~k)
〉(1)
(A20)
= ∂t
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j (t
′) · ~ˆχp j (t′) ρˆµ(t,~k) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0
+ ∂t
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ EI,H j χˆH j (t
′) ρˆµ(t,~k) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 .
Since the equations of motion themselves do not change in
time, the time derivatives act only on the contraction of the
χ-operators with the density field. Inserting expressions (A8)
and (A17) yields
∂t
〈
ρ(t,~k)
〉(1)
(A21)
=
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j · ~ˆχp j (t′)
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)µ(t,~k) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0
)
+
∑
µ
~EI,pµ · i~k>gqp(0) ρˆµ(t,~k) Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0
=
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j · ~ˆχp j (t′)
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)µ(t,~k)
)
Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0
+
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ EI,H j χˆH j (t
′)
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)µ(t,~k)
)
Z˜0[H, J,K]
∣∣∣
0 ,
where in the last step we used gqp(0) = 0 to cancel the second
term and instead added a term that is identically zero. It van-
ishes since the contraction of χˆH j with a velocity-density op-
erator is identically zero. The zero-term allows us to rewrite
the expression as a single interaction operator acting on the
velocity density field. Rewriting them in terms of expecta-
tion values, the density evolution equation is found to be the
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continuity equation independent of the exact form of the in-
teractions
∂t
〈
ρ(t,~k)
〉(1)
= −i~k ·
〈
ρ~u(t,~k)
〉(1)
. (A22)
Proceeding to the next equation of motion, the time evolu-
tion of the velocity-density is
∂t
〈
ρ~u(t,~k)
〉(1)
= ∂t
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j · ~ˆχp j (t′) ρˆµ(t,~k) ~ˆuµ(t)
+ ∂t
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j · ~ˆχp j (t′) ρˆµ(t,~k) ~ˆuµ(t)
+ ∂t
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ EI,H j · χˆH j (t′) ρˆµ(t,~k) ~ˆuµ(t)
+ ∂t
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ EI,H j · χˆH j (t′) ρˆµ(t,~k) ~ˆuµ(t) .
(A23)
Here, the last two terms evaluate to zero because the contained
contractions vanish identically. In the first two terms the time
derivatives act on the field operators and their contractions.
Using the time derivatives of the fields (A14) and (A15) and
their contractions (A17) and (A18) as well as gqp(0) = 0, the
evolution equation reads
∂t
〈
ρ~u(t,~k)
〉(1)
(A24)
=
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j · ~ˆχp j (t′)
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)µ(t,~k)
)
~ˆuµ(t)
+
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j · ~ˆχp j (t′)
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)µ(t,~k)
)
~ˆuµ(t)
+
∑
µ
~EI,pµ
−1
m gpp(0) ρˆµ(t,~k) .
One can now add corresponding EIHχH j -terms to the first two
terms in the above expression, such that the full interaction
operators can be identified. This is again allowed because
the additional terms contain contractions that evaluate to zero.
With the complete interaction operator, the above expression
can be rewritten in terms of expectation values. This yields
∂t
〈
ρ~u(t,~k)
〉(1)
= − i~k ·
〈
ρ~u ⊗ ~u(t,~k)
〉(1) − 〈 1m ~EIp ρ(t,~k)〉(0) ,
(A25)
where the last term containing the interacting terms of the
equation of motion is reduced by one order in perturbation
theory.
Finally, the time evolution of the energy-density is
∂t
〈
ε(t,~k)
〉(1)
= ∂t
〈
3
5Hρ(t,~k)
〉(1)
(A26)
= ∂t
3
5
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j · ~ˆχp j (t′) ρˆµ(t,~k) Hˆµ(t)
+ ∂t
3
5
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j · ~ˆχp j (t′) ρˆµ(t,~k) Hˆµ(t)
+ ∂t
3
5
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ EIH j · χˆH j (t′) ρˆµ(t,~k) Hˆµ(t)
+ ∂t
3
5
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ EI,H j · χˆH j (t′) ρˆµ(t,~k) Hˆµ(t) ,
where the second and third terms vanish identically. In the
remaining terms the expressions for time derivatives of the
field operators and contractions (A14) to (A19) can be inser-
ted. This yields
∂t
〈
ε(t,~k)
〉(1)
(A27)
= 35
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j · ~ˆχp j (t′)
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)µ(t,~k)
)
Hˆµ(t)
+ 35
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ ~EI,p j · ~ˆχp j (t′)
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)µ(t,~k)
)
Hˆµ(t)
+ 35
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ EI,H j · χˆH j (t′)
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)µ(t,~k)
)
Hˆµ(t)
+ 35
∑
µ
EI,Hµ (−gHH (0)) ρˆµ(t,~k)
+ 35
∑
µ, j
i
∫
dt′ EI,H j · χˆH j (t′)
(
−i~k · (ρˆ~u)µ(t,~k)
)
Hˆµ(t) ,
where the last term, which evaluates to zero, was added once
again to complete an interaction operator. The terms can then
be brought into the convenient final form
∂t
〈
ε(t,~k)
〉(1)
= −i~k ·
〈
ε~u(t,~k)
〉(1) − 〈 35EI,Hρ(t,~k)〉(0) . (A28)
The three equations (A22), (A25) and (A28) describe
the evolution of the collective density, velocity-density, and
energy-density fields of an ensemble of fluid particles with a
general interaction of the form Eq. (A3).
It turns out that the additional interaction operators appear-
ing in higher perturbative orders do not interfere with the
above considerations. Some care must be taken to check
whether the prefactors in the perturbation series work out cor-
rectly. A thorough derivation in n-th order perturbation the-
ory proceeds analogously to the derivation of the BBGKY-
hierarchy in [7] and indeed shows that the combinatorics work
out correctly.
Instead of performing the full calculation here, we just state
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the general result
∂t
〈
ρ(t,~k)
〉(n)
= −i~k ·
〈
ρ~u(t,~k)
〉(n)
(A29)
∂t
〈
ρ~u(t,~k)
〉(n)
= −i~k ·
〈
ρ~u ⊗ ~u(t,~k)
〉(n) − 〈 1m ~EI,pρ(t,~k)〉(n−1)
(A30)
∂t
〈
ε(t,~k)
〉(n)
= −i~k ·
〈
ε~u(t,~k)
〉(n) − 〈 35EI,Hρ(t,~k)〉(n−1) ,
(A31)
or in configuration space
∂t
〈
ρ(t, ~q)
〉(n)
+ ∂~q · 〈ρ~u(t, ~q)〉(n) = 0 (A32)
∂t
〈
ρ~u(t, ~q)
〉(n)
+ ∂~q · 〈ρ~u ⊗ ~u(t, ~q)〉(n) = − 〈 1m ~EI,pρ(t, ~q)〉(n−1)
(A33)
∂t
〈
ε(t, ~q)
〉(n)
+ ∂~q · 〈ε~u(t, ~q)〉(n) = − 〈 35EI,Hρ(t, ~q)〉(n−1) .
(A34)
Appendix B: Heuristic derivation of the interaction operator
In Section III C we already derived interactions mimicking
fluid behaviour in an approach similar to smoothed particle
hydrodynamics. Here we present a second derivation of the
same interactions based on a heuristic understanding of the
underlying physical processes. These interactions will again
include accelerations due to pressure gradients, pressure-
volume work, and diffusive effects.
1. Acceleration by pressure gradients
To derive an interaction that describes accelerations caused
by pressure gradients, we start from the collective pressure
field at an arbitrary point ~q2 in the fluid. Using the relation
between the enthalpy-density and the pressure in absence of
any internal degrees of freedom, P = 25h, and summing over
all one-particle contributions, we get
P(~q2) =
∑
i
2
5 Hi ρi(~q2) . (B1)
At another position in the fluid ~q1 the fluid will experience
the acceleration caused by the surrounding pressure field. To
derive the acceleration, we imagine the surroundings of ~q1 to
be divided into spherical shells. For one specific shell with
radius r2 = |~q2 − ~q1|, the pressure field exerts a force on a
surface element,
~F(~q2)one sphere = −P(~q2) ~dA12 . (B2)
Here, ~dA12 is the outer unit surface element at position ~q2 on
the spherical shell around ~q1, and the minus sign ensures that
the force is directed towards the centre of the sphere.
An integral over the complete spherical surface gives the
force contribution due to that surface. A radial integration fi-
nally yields the net force acting on the fluid at position ~q1,
where the strength of the contribution of each sphere is de-
scribed by the radial function W(|~q2 − ~q1|),
~Fnet(~q1) = −
∫
dr2
∫
~dA12 P(~q2)W(|~q2 − ~q1|)
= −
∑
i
∫
dr2
∫
~dA12 25 Hi ρi(~q2)W(|~q2 − ~q1|)
=
∑
i
∫
d3q2 25 Hi ρi(~q2)W(|~q2 − ~q1|) ~ˆe21 , (B3)
where ~ˆe21 is the unit vector pointing from ~q2 to ~q1. If we now
assume a spherically symmetric scalar function V(~q2−~q1), we
can simplify the above expression by defining V such that
W(|~q2 − ~q1|) ~ˆe21 =: ∂q2V(~q2 − ~q1) . (B4)
We then get
~Fnet(~q1) =
∑
i
∫
d3q2 25 Hi ρi(~q2) ∂q2V(~q2 − ~q1) . (B5)
So far, the acceleration is assigned to a point in the mac-
roscopic fluid. However, at this point, we may assign the
acceleration to the mesoscopic particles which make up the
fluid. For particles of equal mass, the contribution of the j-th
particle at ~q1 is described by its density at that point, ρ j(~q1).
The force and the associated momentum change experienced
by the j-th particle then is
~˙p j =
∑
(i, j)
∫
d3q1 d3q2 25 Hi ρi(~q2) ρ j(~q1) ∂q2V(~q2 − ~q1) ,
(B6)
where (i, j) denotes the sum over i and j with i , j to avoid
self-interactions.
2. Pressure-volume work
In a similar way, pressure-volume work is modelled. For a
start, we assume to be in the rest frame of the j-th particle. In
this frame the collective velocity-density field at a position ~q2
is
ρ~u(~q2) =
∑
i
~ui ρi(~q2) . (B7)
Just as before, the neighbourhood of ~q1 is divided into spher-
ical shells. If the velocity-density field converges or diverges
over the surface of each shell, they compress or expand the
sphere against or with the pressure inside the sphere, respect-
ively. This changes the local energy-density due to pressure-
volume work.
The pressure within the sphere can approximately be de-
scribed by the pressure field at the central point ~q1 which is
P(~q1) =
∑
j
2
5H j ρ j(~q1) . (B8)
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The convergence or divergence of the velocity field over
the surface of a spherical shell is found by a projection of the
velocity-density field ρ~u =
∑
i ρi~ui onto the negative surface
element and an integration over the entire surface. The sign
is chosen such that the convergence is positive and the diver-
gence negative.
Multiplying the pressure inside the shells with their conver-
gence/divergence across their surface yields the net change of
internal energy-density inside each shell. Another integration
over the radius of the spherical shells weighted by the radial
function W(|~q2−~q1|) then yields the change of internal energy
at ~q1,
ε˙(~q1) = −
∑
i, j
∫
dr2
∫
~dA12 · ~ui ρi(~q2)P j(~q1)W(|~q2 − ~q1|)
= −
∑
i,k
∫
dr2
∫
~dA12 · ~ui ρi(~q2) 25H j ρ j(~q1)W(|~q2 − ~q1|)
=
∑
i,k
∫
d3q2 ~ui ρi(~q2) 25H j ρ j(~q1) ∂q2 V(~q2 − ~q1) . (B9)
The energy-density change of the fluid must now be as-
signed to the enthalpy change of particles. For the momentum
change, we performed this step by weighting the momentum
change of the fluid at a position ~q1 with the density contribu-
tion of a particle at that position and integrating over q1.
In the case of the energy-density at ~q1, the above expression
is already related to the pressure contribution of a particle at
that position. Hence, an integration over d3q1 serves to switch
from the field description to a particle description. At the same
time, the integration turns the energy-density into an enthalpy
if a factor of 52 is included.
Finally, one can switch from the rest frame of the j-th
particle into a general frame by replacing all velocities by their
difference to the j-th particle’s velocity. The enthalpy change
of the j-th particle due to pressure-volume work becomes
H˙ j =
∑
(i, j)
∫
d3q1 d3q2 (~ui − ~u j) ρi(~q2) 23H j ρ j(~q1) ∂q2 V(~q2 − ~q1) .
(B10)
a. Diffusive currents
Diffusive currents appear if gradients in the energy and mo-
mentum fields exist. The diffusion of microscopic particles
leads to a net transport of these quantities. Here, we first de-
rive these currents and in a second step model their impact on
the dynamics of the mesoscopic particles.
We start from the collective energy and momentum-density
fields at position ~q2. They are found by a summation over all
one-particle contributions at that position
ε(~q2) =
∑
i
3
5Hi ρi(~q2) , (B11)
~p(~q2) =
∑
i
~pi ρi(~q2) . (B12)
Note that ~p(~q2) can be interpreted as three independent fields,
one for each component, being the source of separate diffusive
currents.
To calculate the diffusive current at position ~q3, we once
again decompose its surroundings into spherical shells. For
each of these shells, we can approximate the gradient of the
field by a surface integral weighted by the volume of the
sphere (in the limit of an infinitely small shell, i.e. a vanishing
volume, this would be exact),
∂~q3 ε(~q3) ≈
∑
i
∫
∂V32
~dA32 35Hi ρi(~q2) , (B13)
∂aq3 p
b(~q3) ≈
∑
i
∫
∂V32
dAa32 p
b
i ρi(~q2) . (B14)
Here, ~dA32 is the outer unit surface element and V32 the
volume of the sphere around ~q3 with ~q2 on its surface. The
indices a and b denote the vector components.
An integration over all spheres weighted by a radial ker-
nel WD yields the diffusive energy current ~j and the three
momentum currents that are combined into a diffusive stress-
energy tensor T ab. They read
~j(~q3) = −τ
∑
i
∫
dr32
∫
∂V32
~dA32 35Hi ρi(~q2)WD(r32) , (B15)
T ab(~q3) = −cab
∑
i
∫
dr32
∫
∂V32
(
dAa32 p
b
i
)
s
ρi(~q2)WD(r32) ,
(B16)
where τ and cab are diffusion constants.
We introduce a spherically symmetric scalar function
VD(~q2 − ~q3) such that ∂~q3VD(~q2 − ~q3) = WD(~q2 − ~q3) and hence
~j(~q3) = τ
∑
i
∫
d3q2 35Hi ρi(~q2) ∂q2VD(~q2 − ~q3) , (B17)
T ab(~q3) = cab
∑
i
∫
d3q2 ρi(~q2)
(
∂aq2 p
b
i
)
s
VD(~q2 − ~q3) .
(B18)
To describe the diffusive currents in the particle-based ap-
proach, they must once again be associated with the particles
at position ~q3. For the k-th particle we get
~jk =
∫
d3q3 ~j(~q3) ρ j(~q3) (B19)
= τ
∑
i
∫
d3q2 d3q3 35Hi ρi(~q2) ∂q2VD(~q2 − ~q3) ρk(~q3) ,
T abk =
∫
d3q3 T ab(~q3) ρ j(~q3) (B20)
= cab
∑
i
∫
d3q2 d3q3 ρi(~q2)
(
∂aq2 p
b
i
)
s
VD(~q2 − ~q3) ρk(~q3) .
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b. Dynamical impact on the mesoscopic particles
The diffusive currents influence the surrounding meso-
scopic particles. To quantify this effect, we again decom-
pose the surroundings of a point ~q1 in the fluid into spherical
shells. The fluid at this point is accelerated/its energy changes
if there is a net inflow of the diffusive momentum/energy cur-
rents through its surface. For each shell, the inflow can be
calculated by projecting the currents onto the negative outer
surface element and integrating over the whole sphere. An
integration over all spheres weighted by a radial kernel then
yields the internal energy and momentum changes of the fluid
at position ~q1
p˙a(~q1) = −
∑
k
∫
dr14
∫
∂V14
dAb14 T
ab
k ρk(~q4)W(|~q4 − ~q1|) ,
(B21)
E˙(~q1) = −
∑
k
∫
dr14
∫
∂V14
~dA14 · ~jk ρk(~q4)W(|~q4 − ~q1|) .
(B22)
We can again write
p˙a(~q1) =
∑
k
∫
d4q4 T abk ρk(~q4) ∂
b
q4V(~q4 − ~q1) , (B23)
E˙(~q1) =
∑
k
∫
d3q4 ~jk ρk(~q4) · ∂~q4V(~q4 − ~q1) . (B24)
These changes can be associated with a particle by weight-
ing each position in the fluid with the contribution of the
particle to the density at that point and integrating over the
entire space. For the momentum and enthalpy change of the
j-th particle this means
p˙aj =
∫
d3q1 p˙a(~q1) ρ j(~q1) (B25)
=cab
∑
(i,k)
∫
d3q1 d3q2 d3q3 d4q4
(
∂aq2 p
b
i
)
s
VD(~q2 − ~q3)
× ∂bq4V(~q4 − ~q1) ρ j(~q1) ρi(~q2) ρk(~q3) ρk(~q4)
and
H˙ j = 53
∫
d3q1E˙(~q1) ρ j(~q1) (B26)
=τ
∑
(i,k)
∫
d3q1 d3q2 d3q3 d3q4Hi ∂q2VD(~q2 − ~q3)
× ∂~q4V(~q4 − ~q1) ρ j(~q1) ρi(~q2) ρk(~q3) ρk(~q4) .
Apart from these two effects, we need to include a third
impact caused by the diffusive currents. The stress-energy-
tensor has the units of a momentum current density, i.e. the
units of a pressure. Hence, the diffusive momentum currents
act as an effective pressure that causes pressure-volume work.
This process extracts energy from the macroscopic currents
and turns it into internal energy. In other words, it describes
the internal energy rise due to diffusive friction.
From the interactions of ideal hydrodynamics, we already
know an interaction that describes pressure-volume work,
namely Eq. (B10). To model viscous pressure-volume the
scalar pressure field P j(~q1) = 25H jρ j(~q1) in that term must
be replaced by the diffusive stress energy tensor,
H˙ j = 53
∑
i
∫
d3q1 d3q2 (uai − uaj )T abj (B27)
× ∂bq2 V(~q2 − ~q1) ρi(~q2) ρ j(~q1)
= 53cab
∑
(i,l)
∫
d3q1 d3q2 d3q3 d3q4
(
∂aq3 p
b
l
)
s
VD(~q3 − ~q4)
× ∂bq2 V(~q2 − ~q1) (uai − uaj ) ρl(~q3) ρi(~q2) ρ j(~q4) ρ j(~q1) .
At this point one might wonder why we used the formal equi-
valence between the pressure and the diffusive stress energy
tensor only in the case of pressure-volume work and not for
accelerations caused by pressure gradients. The latter, how-
ever, would have led to exactly the same interaction as we
found in Eq. (B25), only with a slightly different argumenta-
tion in its derivation.
In the last step, both the momentum and enthalpy change
of the j-th particle can be simplified by using the relation
between two Dirac distributions (72). The momentum change
of the j-th particle then is
p˙aj =cab
∑
(i,k)
∫
d3q1 d3q2 d3q3
(
∂aq2 p
b
i
)
s
VD(~q2 − ~q3) (B28)
× ∂bq3V(~q3 − ~q1) ρ j(~q1) ρi(~q2) ρk(~q3) ,
and the enthalpy change (combining both of the above effects)
is
H˙ j = τ
∑
(i,k)
∫
d3q1 d3q2 d3q3Hi ∂q2VD(~q2 − ~q3) (B29)
× ∂~q3V(~q3 − ~q1) ρ j(~q1) ρi(~q2) ρk(~q3)
+ 53cab
∑
(i,l)
∫
d3q1 d3q2 d3q3
(
∂aq3 p
b
l
)
s
VD(~q3 − ~q1)
× ∂bq2 V(~q2 − ~q1) (uai − uaj ) ρl(~q3) ρi(~q2) ρ j(~q1) .
3. Comparison of the two derivations
Eq. (38) and Eq. (42) describe the momentum and enthalpy
change of the j-th particle in ideal hydrodynamics derived in
the SPH-like approach while Eq. (B6) and Eq. (B10) describe
the same quantities in the heuristic derivation.
These interactions look similar in the two derivations but
do not match completely which is due to the interpretation
of the functions v in the SPH derivation and V in the heur-
istic one. The former was introduced as a three-dimensional
density kernel and has the dimension of [v] = m−3, the latter
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was constructed from the radial dependence of the interaction
between two particles and is dimensionless. For
∂q1 V(~q1 − ~q2) =
1
ρ(~q1)
∂q1 v(~q1 − ~q2) , (B30)
the interactions agree. The different particle index at the en-
thalpy is caused by choosing an alternative discretization for
an derivative acting on a velocity field,
H˙(~q1) = −53
P(~q1)
ρ(~q1)
[
∂q1
ρ~u(~q1)
ρ(~q1)
]
(B31)
= −5
3
P(~q1)
ρ2(~q1)
[
∂q1 · ρ~u(~q1) − ~u(~q1) · ∂q1 ρ(~q1)
]
.
With the equivalent choice Eq. (40) the index also agrees.
A similar correspondence can be found for the interactions
modeling viscous effects. These are Eq. (47) and Eq. (53) for
the viscous momentum change and viscous enthalpy change
in the SPH derivation, and Eq. (B28) and Eq. (B29) for the
same quantities in the heuristic derivation. The differences,
especially that a three-density-term appears is again caused
by the exact choice of discretization.
The terms agree up to a partial integration if one uses the
above relation between v and V , as well as VD(~q−~q′) = δd(~q−
~q′) for the momentum change and first term of the enthalpy
change, i.e. VD(~q − ~q′) = V(~q − ~q′).
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